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A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE TAKEOFF AND 
APPROACH PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES OF TRANSPORT CATEGORY AIRCRAFT 
Willard E. Foss, Jr. 
NASA Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A computer program to determi ne the takeoff and approach performance of 
an aircraft has been developed. The performance is calculated in accordance 
with the airworthiness standards of the Federal Aviation Regulations. The 
aircraft and flight constraints are represented in sufficient detail to permit 
realistic sensitivity studies in terms of either configuration modifications 
or changes in operational procedures. 
Advanced operat1onal procedures for noise alleviation such as programmed 
throttle and flap controls may be investigated. Extensive profile t1me 
history data 1S generated and is placed on an interface file which can be 
input directly to the NASA Aircraft Noise Predict10n Program (ANOPP). 
Exampl es of advanced takeoff procedures are presented, whi ch indi cate 
that throttle scheduling is effective in tailoring the flight profile and can 
result in noise reductions in the terminal area. Examples of advanced 
approach procedures 1ndicate that significant reductions in noise level are 
possible. 
The use of the program for in-house studies of supersonic cruise aircraft 
technology has afforded the opportunity to compare detailed results with those 
of two major aircraft manufacturers. Fl1ght paths calculated with the present 
program, and uS1ng the manufacturer aircraft inputs, are in very good 
agreement with the flight paths computed by the individual manufacturers. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important considerations in the design of a commercial 
transport aircraft is the performance during takeoff and approach operations. 
The aircraft must be des1gned to meet f1eld length constraints in accordance 
with airworthiness standards specified in the Federal Aviation Regulat1ons. 
In addition, the noise levels generated during these operat1ons must be within 
acceptable limits. 
A computer program has been developed to permit detailed performance 
analys1s of the takeoff and approach capability of specific aircraft designs. 
The aircraft character1stics and flight constraints are represented in 
suff1c1ent detail to permit real1stic sensitivity studies in terms of changes 
1n e1ther conf1guration mod1f1cations or operational procedures. The takeoff 
and climbout flight-path is generated by a stepwise integration of the 
equat10ns of motion. Special features include opt1ons for: nonstandard-day 
operat1on; balanced f1eld length; derated throttle to meet a given f1eld 
length for off-loaded aircraft; and throttle cutback dur1ng cl1mbout for 
community n01se alleviation. Advanced takeoff procedures such as programmed 
throttle and flap controls may be investigated to determine the effect on n01se 
1n the term1nal area and over the community. Approach prof1les may incorporate 
advanced procedures such as two segment approaches and decelerat1ng approaches. 
The program has been used for in-house studi es of advanced ai rcraft by 
the Vehicle Integrat10n Branch of the Aeronautical Systems Div1 sion at the 
Langley Research Center. Results of the most recent studies are reported 1n 
references 1 and 2. The advanced supersoni c transport concept def1 ned 1 n 
reference 1 1S the updated reference configuration for Langley studies of super-
sonic cruise aircraft technology. This concept, designated AST 105-1, Wlll be 
used as an example throughout the descript10n of the program features. 
The noisp sens1tivity studies reported in references 3 and 4 were concerned 
w1th contractor a1rcraft concepts. An early phase of each of these stud1es 
required the calculat10n of takeoff and approach profiles using the present 
program, for the contractors' aircraft configurations. Results of these calcula-
t10ns indicated very close agreement with the contractor-generated fl1ght paths 
even through the climbout-acceleration control-logic is different in all three 
programs. 
Extensive profile time history data is generated, and, if n01se predictions 
are des1red, the data can be placed on an interface f1le wh1Ch can be used 
dlrectly as 1nput data for the NASA Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP 
(ref. 5)) for calculation of the preceived noise level at selectE'd monitoring 
stations. 
The main text of this paper describes the features and assumptions of the 
computer program. As each operational mode is described, examples are included 
to illustrate typical performance results. The Appendix contains a description 
of the lnput data requ1red to define the aircraft as well as the input data con-
cerned with flight-control logic and profile constraints. The Append1x also 
descr1bes 1nput data which may be used to select optional modes of calculation; 
(i .e., automatic determ1natlon of balanced field lenqth and the associated VI 
speed). Input data to control both the amount and form of the output results 
are described. Sample output listings are included to illustrate the effect of 
these options. 
The program core size requires 110,0008 words on a CDC CYBER 175 computer. 
The run time for a si ngl e takeoff profi 1 e is about 2 seconds; for a seri es of 
four balanced field-length calculations, about 10 seconds are required. 
SYMBOLS 
o a1rcraft drag 
DR engine ram drag 
Fw vertical land1ng gear force 
2 
9 gravitatlonal acceleration 
h a~~ltude 
L al rcraft 11 ft 
L/D aircraft lift-drag ratio 
TG engine gross thrust 
T/Tnor throttle settlng, thrust/thrust at normal power 
T/W thrust-welght ratio, installed sea level static thrust/gross weight 
V true velocity 
":"0 aircraft veloclty at liftoff 
"R. alrcraft ve locity at rotation 
Vmc aircraft minlmum control velocity 
VI aircraft velocity at engine failure for balanced field length 
V2 aircraft veloclty at obstacle 
\~ wei ght 
WF englne fuel welght 
I~/S wing loading, gross weight/reference area 
X horizontal dlstance 
a angle of att0ck 
o'G angle of ahack during ground roll 
aR angle of attack for rotation 
y fllght path angle 
o thrust inclination angle 
~ coefflcient of frlction 
6CD lncremental drag coefficient 
a dot over a symbol denotes its time derivative 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
: he featlJ\ ~s and a' Jmpt 1 ons of the takeoff ( rogram wi 11 be descri bed ann 
samr i ~ comput"li results \ .111 be presented for an lvanced ~I}personi c transport 
contept. The concept, designated AST 105-1, is de;ined ln d~tal1 ln reference 
1. It is the updated reference configuration for Langley Research Center in-
house stud1es of supersonic cruise aircraft technology. W1th a design takeoff 
gross weight of 3051 kN (686000 1b), this alrcraft can transport 273 
passengers over a range of 8234 km (4446 nmi) at a crUlse Mach number of 2.62. 
The crui se Mach number 1 s for a mi ss i on "hot day" of ISA + 8C; however, 
takeoff performance is calculated on the basis of a different "hot day" of ISA 
+ 10C. 
The initial emphasls will be on the description of all calculations 
necessary to determlne the takeoff performance capability of a transport 
aircraft in accordance with the airworthiness standards of the Federal 
Aviatlon Regulations, Part 25 (ref. 6). C11mb procedures beyond the obstacle 
wlll be descr,'Jed next. including the effects of 3ircraft acce1eratlOn and of 
conflguratlon (flap) changes. The procedure for, as well as the regulations 
regarding, cuI-back of 1:he throttle for the purprse of alleviating the noise 
level over the community will be dlscussed. Findlly, certain advanced proce-
dures will be described which indicate that noise levels during takeoff and 
over the community may be reduced. 
Approach calculations which are conducted primarlly to obta1n flight-
path data for noise level predictlons are described in terms of the standard 
approach profile wlth both velocity and glide slope held constant, and in 
terms of advanced procedures involvlng velocity and glide slope changes. 
NORMAL TAKEOFF TO OBSTACLE, ALL ENGINES OPERATING 
The equat10ns of ,lotlon and the program control logic applicable to all 
profi 1 e ca 1 cu 1 at 1 ons Will be descri bed fi rst. Our1 ng all segment s of the 
t ak eoff, the fl i ght prMll e is determi ned by a numen ca 1 i ntegrat i on of the 
following equ,'1tions of m.Jtion: 
v = a- [r G cos (n + 5) - 0 - OR - W sf nY ] 
Y • ~ [rG sfn(n + 5) + L - W COSY] 
H = V slnY 
x = V cosY 
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· . W = -WF 
For sround roll condit10ns ( where Y = 0), the tangential acceleration 
equation includes the ground friction term and becomes 
v = ~ t G cos (" + 0) - 0 - DR - U FW] 
where: FW = W - L - TG sin (a + 0) 
and ~ = Rolling coefficient of friction during takeoff 
or ~ = B\~aking coefficient of frict ion durinq refused takeoff 
A stepwise technique is employed, where;" the step control parameter is 
tallored to the part1cular mode of flight; for example, during ground roll 
acceleration, the step parameter is a velocity increment; during the climbout, 
the step parameter is an altitude increment. The equations of motion are 
balanced at each flight point using an iterative technique and all specific 
fllght events are calculated exactly. If, during the iteration for an alti-
tude step i nterva 1, the des 1 red va 1 ue of any fl i ght pa rameter is exceeded, 
(for example, both climbout velocity and the distance from brake release) the 
step control parameter interval is automatically modified to just meet the 
desired velocity or d1stance (whichever occurs first). The control parameter 
for the step following the occurence of a specific event is determined automa-
tically by internal control logic. 
The ta.'eoff di stance for a turbi ne engi ne powered transport ai rpl ane is 
defined in sect10n 25.113 of reference 6. The distance is the greater of: 
the horizontal distance along the runway requ1red to reach the 10.7 m (35 ft) 
obstacle, after experiencing a failure of the most critical engine at a spe-
clfied veloc1ty VI; or, 115 percent of the horizontal d1stance to the obstacle 
\>l1th all eng1nes operating. The engine failure speed VI is selected such 
that the takeoff distance to the obstacle is equal to the distance required to 
brlng the aircraft to a complete stop on the ground. The distance obtained 
under this rule is referred to as the balanced field length. It should be 
noted that the above defin1tion is not directly applicable to aircraft powered 
by reci procat i ng engi nes. The performance standards for that type of ai rcraft 
are defined 1n sections 25.45 through 25.75 of reference 6, and these sections 
should be reviewed before attempting to calculate takeoff performance with the 
present procedure. 
The takeoff procedure to the obstacle with all engines operating can best 
be descrl bed by referri ng to the sampl e results presented in f1 gure 1. The 
figure shows the variation of flight altitude, flight velocity and aircraft 
angl e of attack with the d1 stance from brake rel ease. Symbol s are used to 
indicate the major events as they occur along the path. After brake release, 
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the aircraft accelerates along the ground, at the ground-roll angle of attack 
ar, anrl the tak~off flap c:;etting, until the velocity to begin rotation VR is 
reaclll d. At \"~, the (" ""craft begi ns to rotate at a gi v(Jn rate toward thp 
limi .1ng rotatlOn angle \..'1 attack aRe The seleC'.'on of a f< 1S genera:ly baseo 
on a IIta11-scrape li res",rlction, but it also must not exceed the angle asso-
ciated with the minimum control speed of the aircraft. As the aircraft accel-
erates w1th the angle of attack increasing, a point will be reached where the 
comb1nat10n of dynamic pressure and lift coefficient is sufficient to lift the 
aircraft from the surface. This point is determined exactly by iteration for 
the velocity where the normal acceleration is equal to zero. From brake 
release to this velocity, the normal acceleration has been at a negative but 
1ncr-easing level. The velocity at this point 1S referred to as the liftoff 
veloc1ty VLO. For minlmum takeoff distance, liftoff usually occurs before the 
a1rcraft att1tude reaches aRe As the aircraft leaves the ground and begins 
the transition cl imb to the obstacle, the landi ng gear is retracted and the 
grou~d effect decreases w1th 1ncreasing altitude. The drag coefficient repre-
sent :ng the ge:ar drag mc)y be decreased linearly wi ch t1me or held at the fully 
extended gear-drag level for the entire time intr~rval required to retract the 
gear. Although the second option is perhaps more representative of actual 
operat10n, the examples presented herein utilize the first option. The ground 
effect on the aerodynamic characteristics is reduced linearly with altitude 
until the alt1tude at which ground effect becomes negl igible is reached. At 
, ntermediate altitudes, this procedure results in ground effect which is too 
great, but 1t is bel ieved to have only a small effect on the cal cul ated 
takeoff performance. An alternate method of treating the ground effect is 
discussed 1n the input section. 
When the aircraft completes the acceleration and climb to the obstable, 
1tS velocity 1S termed V2, and the correspondinr, distance from brakE> release 
is the takeoff d1 stanc~. The performance data '.ihown in fi gure 1 are for a 
full power takeoff of the AST 105-1 configuratior at the design takeoff weight 
of 3051 kN (636000 lb). For an assumed VR of 94.7 m/s (184 kt), the resulting 
V2 is 104.9 m/s (204 kt) with a takeoff distance of 3000 m (9842 ft). In this 
paper, the takeoff di stance 1 ncreased by 115 percent is referred to as the 
takeoff f1eld length. The takeoff field length for the full-power example of 
f1gure 1 is 3450 m (11318 ft). 
Takeoff f1eld length as a function of the velocity at rotation VR is 
shown 1n f1gure 2 for two values of the rotation angle aRe The minimum field 
1 ength with the 11 m1 t 1 ng aR of 80 occurs at VR of about 92.6 m/s (180 kt). 
The variation of field length with VR is d1scussed 1n detail by Hall in 
reference 7. In general, 1 f the ai rcraft rotates too soon, the dynami c 
pressure 1S insuff1cient for the aircraft to lift off, and it must accelerate 
1 n a hi gh-drag condit lOn to reach 1 iftoff speed. Thi s consumes d qreater 
amount of rum'lay during the ground roll and results in a long takeoff· field 
length. Late rotation') (at h1gher velocities) improve the climbout capability 
from 11 ftoff to the ob:tac 1 e, but consume more runway duri ng the acce 1 erat ion 
to the higher speeds. The trend with VR is the same for the lower value of 
a R, wh1Ch may be cons1dered as representing an inadequate rotation. At low 
rotat10n veloc1t1es, the 1ncreased field lengths for reduced aR are the result 
of greater acceleration d1stances to the higher liftoff velocities required 
because of the lower lift coefficients. At high velocitles for rotation, the 
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1ncreased field lengths are caused by greater climbout distances result1ng 
from the reduced lift coefficient. The regulat10ns of reference 6 spec1fy 
that VR may not be less than: the engine failure speed VI which establ1shes 
the balanced f1eld length; or 105 percent of Vmc , the minimum control speed 
of the aircraft. The lim1tation with respect to VI is contained in the 
program, and 1t is discussed in the description of balanced field calcula-
tions. The Vmc l1m1tation is not considered in the program and must be 
controlled by the user. The lim1tation on Vmc is required because of concern 
over the adequacy of control in yaw in the event of an engine failure (section 
25.149 of ref. 6). 
FIRST AND SECOND SEGMENT CLIMB GRADIENTS 
For each rotational veloc1ty, after calculations of takeoff field length are 
completed, the f1rst and second segment gradients are computed. These are 
m1n1mum cl1mb grad1ents, depending on the number of engines on the aircraft, 
which must be available to satisfy the regulations of reference 6. The first 
segment gradient 1S computed at VLO, with one engine out, gear extended, and 
out of ground effect. The second segment gradi ent is computed at V2, W1 th 
one eng1 ne out, gear up, and out of ground effect. The requi red grad1 ents 
(see Table I) are bU1lt into the program logic, and, if appropr1ate levels 
are not met, the output will so 1ndicate. For the results shown in figure 2, 
with a R = 80 , values of VR 1 ess than 92 m/s (175 kt) do not meet the fi rc;t 
segment cl1mb gradient requirements. 
BALANCED FIELD LENGTH 
The balanced f1eld length is the actual takeoff distance in the event of 
an engi ne fa 11 ure at velocity VI, where VI must be determi ned so that the 
eng1ne-out takeoff d1stance to the obstacle is equal to the engine-out refused 
takeoff d1stance. First, the procedure for calculat1ng both the engine-out 
takeoff di stance and the refused-takeoff di stance wi 11 be descri bed for an 
arb1trary value of the engine fa1lure velocity VI. Then the technique 
employed to determine the value of VI that balances the two d1stances will be 
descr1bed. 
The engine-out takeoff distance to the obstacle is calculated in the same 
manner as the normal takeoff. The only differences are the loss 1n total 
eng1ne thrust and the drag of the failed engine. Figure 3 shows the variation 
of total engine thrust for a four engine aircraft with time and defines the 
events as they occur dur1ng engine-out operations. The figure is schematic 1n 
that the var1ation of engine thrust with both speed and altitude 1S not 
depicted. Beg1nning at the t1me of eng1ne failure, the thrust of the failing 
engine is assumed to decrease linearly to zero in a given interval of time. 
DUrlng this t1me 1nterval, an eng1ne-out drag coefficient is added to the 
basic a1rcraft operating drag coeff1cient. The engine-out drag increases 
11 nearly from zero to the full eng1 ne-out level. At the end of the eng1 ne-
fa,lure interval, the calculations are continued to the obstacle with the 
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total avallable thrust at the reduced level indicated by the circular symbols 
and including the full engine-out drag. The resulting distance to the 
obstacle is referred to as the engine-out takeoff distance. 
The engine-out refused-takeoff distance is calculated considerlng several 
additional events. From the tlme of the engine fallure, there lS a time 
interval referred to as the pilot recognltion time before any actlon is taken 
by the a1rcraft crew. After this time interval, the thrust level of the 
operating englnes lS reduced to the ground-idle thrust condition. The thrust 
1S reduced llnearly with tlme over a specified time interval. The resulting 
thrust vanation with time is indicated by the square symbols ln figure 3. 
The remainder of the refused takeoff 1S calculated at this reduced thrust 
level. No thrust reversal or other external drag effects due to engine opera-
t10n are considered. The appl1cat10n of wheel brakes and of spoilers to 
decrease lift and lncrease drag 1S controlled by separate t1me intervals, each 
measured from the time of pilot recognition. The distance required for the 
aircraft to come to a complete stop is called the refused-takeoff distance. 
The engi ne-out takeoff d1 stance and the refused-takeoff d1 stance have 
been calculated as a function of engine-failure speed and the results are 
shown in figure 4. In this case VR was assumed to be 94.7 m/s (184 kt); thus, 
the highest assumed engine-failure speed is less than YR' The takeoff 
d1stance decreases as the fa11ure speed is increased because a shorter amount 
of time 1S spent at reduced thrust levels; however, the refused-takeoff 
d 1 stance 1 ncreases because greater momentum must be absorbed in dece 1 erat i ng 
to a stop. For the example of figure 4, the pilot knows 1n advance of the 
takeoff that, if an engine fails at a velocity lower than 92.1 m/s (179 kt), 
he must abort the takeoff and stop the ai rcraft on the ground. If an engl ne 
fail s at a vel OCl ty greater than VI, he must cont i nue the takeoff with the 
reduced thrust capabil 1 ty. By fo 11 owi ng these procedures, he wi 11 never 
exceed the balanced field length. 
Options are avallable ln the program to compute the englne-out distances 
for a single value of engine-fa1lure speed or to automatically search for the 
particular failure speed VI that results 1n a balanced field length, for a 
glven YR. In addltion, the program will repeat this search procedure for a 
glVen series of velocities at rotation. The variation of balanced field 
length wlth VR is shown ln figure 5. This flgure also shows the effect of 
VR on the takeoff fle1d length (115 percent of all-engine distance). The FAR 
fleld length must be the greater of these two distances at each value of YR. 
The mlnlmum FAR fle1d length of 3432 (11260 ft) occurs where the two curves 
cross at VR = 93.7 m/s (182.2 kt). The FAR field length of 3450 m (11320 ft) 
quoted for this aircraft in reference 1 was obtained with an arbitrarily 
selected VR of 94.7 m/s (184 kt) and it is consistent w1th the results shown 
ln figure 5. 
DERATED THROTTLE TAKEOFF 
Thl s al rcraft conf1 gurat i on can be operated with a reduced or derated 
throttle settlng, selected such that the all-engine takeoff-field length just 
meets a desired fleld length. Such reduced-thrust operation could be advan-
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tageous from the standpoint of elther increased engine life or reduced noise 
in the terminal area. An option is available in the program to search for the 
derated throttle leve1 and the appropriate VR ~nr any sppcified f1eld lenqt~. Fer the exanple aircraft, a field length of 381C m (12500 ft) can be rret wlth 
t~e throttle set at 92 percent of the normal full-throttle level. The calcu-
lations with derated throttle do not consider engine-out field-length require-
ments. It is assumed that, in the event of an engine failure, the operating 
engines would be returned to the full-power thrust level so as to attain an 
engine-out takeoff field length less than the available field length. Under 
current operational rules, the initial throttle setting on a four engine 
aircraft cannot be changed during takeoff and climbout until an altitude of 
213 m (700 ft) is attained. (For an aircraft with less than four engines, 
this altitude restnction is 305 m (1000 ft)). The effect of this rule on 
both climbout performance and noise level at the flyover point will be 
dlscussed in a later sectlon of this paper entitled "Throttle Cutback Above 
the Community". 
CLIMBOUT BEYOND THE OBSTACLE 
Climbout beyond the obstacle includes acceleration to a climbout velocity 
WhlCh may be specified either in terms of an increment above V2 or as a spe-
clfic velocity. Current Air Traffic Control (ATC) practice is to accelerate 
to at least V2 + 5.15 m/s (10 kt). The maximum climbout speed is 128.7 m/s 
(250 kt), which cannot be exceeded below an altitude of 3048 m (10000 ft). 
Two control optlons are available within the program during the 
acceleratlon; one optlon is to hold the aircraft angle of attack constant, and 
the other is to hold the aircraft floor-angle constant. The latter option 
permits the ai rcraft angl e of attack to be reduced as the fl i ght path angl e 
increases during the climb and acceleration. For the supersonic cruise design 
used hereln as an example, the reduction in angle of attack allows the 
aircraft to operate at higher levels of lift/drag ratio L/D, thus improving 
the climbout performance. For an aircraft deslgn which lifts off at an angle 
of attack close to the maximum L/D, the constant angl e of attack control 
optlon would provide better climbout performance. 
Once the climbout velocity is attained, the remainder of the climbout is 
conducted at constant velocity. During this portion of the climb, both angle 
of attack and flight path angle are adjusted to maintain zero tangential acce-
leration. Wlthin the program, the lteration technique is designed to attain 
the hlghest possible altitude consistent with the available excess power. The 
cllmb may be termlnated at any desired altitude or distance from brake 
release. 
Figure 6 presents climbout profiles for the exal'1ple aircraft with 
climbout velocities varYlng from V? plus 5.1 m/s (10 kt) to the maximum value 
of 128.7 m/s (250 kt). All profiles are for VR = 94.7 m/s (184 kt) with a 
resulting V2 of 105 m/s (204 kt), 2998 m (9836 ft) from brake release. 
As the aircraft reaches a desired velocity, the portion of the excess 
power that had been used to accelerate is available to climb. Beyond this 
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POl nt, lndlcated for each velocity by tic marks in flgure 6, the increase ln 
slope is a direct result of the increased rate of climh. As the specified 
climbout velocIty is increased, a greater amount of the available energy must 
be expended to accelerd"e rather than to climb, ,md, as a result, the flight 
altItudes are lower. Along the lowest profile, the aircraft is accelerating 
toward the maximum velocity of 128.7 mls (250 kt). The velocity above a point 
6482 m (3.5 nmi) from brake release is 120 mls (234 kt). The height of the 
aircraft above this point is of interest in that it is one of the stations 
(often referred to as the flyover station) specified in FAR 36 (ref. 8) for 
monitoring noise. The effect of accelerating to the highest velocity shown is 
to reduce the altitude above the flyover station by about 70 m (230 ft). The 
primary advantage of accelerating to higher velocities is that, for this 
aircraft, the lift-drag ratio is improved by operating at the low lift coef-
ficients required at the higher speeds. The selection of climb velocity is 
configuration dependent; for the example aircraft, LID increased from 7.3 to 
8.5 as climbout velocity increased. 
Above an altltude of 122 m (400 ft), the regulations permit a change ln 
a 1 rcraft confi gurat i on for purpose of improvi nq the aerodynami c effi ci ency 
LID during climbout. The example aircraft was already at the best flap 
setting for climbout during the takeoff so that no change was desired; 
however, an aircraft that requires a high flap setting to develop sufficient 
takeoff lift would benefit from a flap reduction at altitude to improve 
climbout LID. 
THROTTLE CUTBACK ABOVE COMMUNITY 
The regulations of references 6 and 8 permit engine cutback for the 
purpose of noise alleviation over the community. The engine throttle setting 
used during the takeoff must be maintained until the aircraft reaches an alti-
tude of 213 m (700 ft). (For aircraft with less than four engines, this alti-
tude restriction is 305 m (1000 ft).) Above this altitude, throttle 
reductions are limited by the required minimum climb gradients. With all 
engines operating, a climb gradient of at least four percent must be main-
tained. In the event of an engine failure, the gradient must be equal to or 
greater than zero (level flight). The allowable cutback is limited so that 
the engines will provide sufficient thrust to meet the most critical require-
ment. 
Within the program, throttle cutback is initiated when the aircraft 
reaches either a desired altitude or a desired distance from brake release. 
If the desired distance is reached before the limiting altitude of 213 m (700 
ft) is attalned, c11mbout continues until that altitude is reached before 
cutback is initiated. At cutback, the throttle settlng, as limited by the 
gradlents described above, is calculated, and climbout is continued with the 
reduced level of thrust. The high and low altitude profiles of figure 6 have 
been calculated with throttle cutback initiated at a distance of 5944 m 
(19500 ft) beyond brake release. The resulting profiles are shown in figure 
7. The hlgh profile with no cutback is shown for comparison. The aircraft 
climbing at a velocity of 110 mls (214 kt) has an LID of 7.3 at the cutback 
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pOlnt, and the throttle can be reduced to 77 percent of the normal climb 
thrust. The aircraft achieves an altitude of 311 m (1020 ft) above the 
flyover momtor statl,)ll. The accelerating air(~'aft has 3 velocity of 118 m/s 
((,30 kt) and LID of f·.3 at the cutback point. It can be t"rotttled to 67 per-
cent thrust (primarily because of the better LID), but arrives at an altitude 
of only 250 m (820 ft) above the flyover monitor. The effect of the higher 
velocity climbout technique is to reduce the altitude above the flyover mon1-
tor by 61 m (200 ft) but to permit the throttles to be cutback an additional 
10 percent. The overall effect on the noi se at the f1 yover stat i on wi 11 be 
shown later to be beneficial. 
The control logic within the program for continued c1imbout is to main-
tain the cutback-throttle-setting climb-gradient. Due to the normal thrust 
decay w1th increasing altitude, the forward velocity will decrease slightly 
(about 2.5 percent per 305 m (1000 ft) of altitude for the sample aircraft). 
If the calculation must be extended to greater distances, the program logic 
could be mO~lfied to allow the throttle settino to be increased with altitude 
so that both climb gradient and velocity could be maintained. 
The noise sens1tivity studies reported in references 3 and 4 were con-
cerned with contractor ai rcraft concepts. An early phase of each of those 
studies included the calculat10n of takeoff and approach performance using the 
present program for the ai rcraft confi gurat ion inputs of the contractor. A 
comparison of the results of these calculations with those of each contractor 
permitted a cali brat i on of the accuracy of the present program. The cal cu-
lated performance for the approach and for the takeoff to the obstacle were in 
excellent agreement with results of each contractor. A direct comparison of 
the climbout flight-paths was not possible because each of the three programs 
employs a different flight-control logic to accelerate and climb beyond the 
obstacl e. With the cllmb velocity schedul e of each contractor matched as 
closely as pOSSible, the flight path altitudes were in good agreement with the 
contractor profiles. 
For the three takeoff profiles of figure 7, calculations have been made 
of the predicted noise levels in accordance with the procedures specified in 
FAR Part 36 (ref. 8). These regulations define three measurement stations for 
the noise certification of four-engine turbojet-powered aircraft. The sta-
t 1 ons are located on the centerl1 ne of the runway at a di stance from brake 
release of 6.5 km (3.5 nmi); at a sideline distance of 648 m (0.35 nmi) at the 
poi nt where the n01 se is the greatest; and under the approach profi 1 e at a 
distance of 2 km (1 nmi) from touchdown. These monitoring stations are 
referred to as the flyover, sideline, and approach points, respectively. For 
aircraft with less than four engines, the specified sideline distance is 463 m 
(0.25 nmi). 
The noise calculations were made using the NASA Aircraft Noise Prediction 
Program (ANOPP)( ref. 5). The present program generates a data fil e whi ch 
contains selected vehicle descriptive data, and the variation with time of 29 
flight profile and propulsi0n parameters. The prof1le parameters def1ne the 
a1rcraft weight, position, orientation, and velocity at each flight point. 
Suff1cient propulsion parameters are available to define the engine airflow, 
Jet areas, jet velocities, pressure ratios and jet temperatures for an 
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advanced dual-stream engine. A listing of the time-dependent parameters is 
given in Table II. This data is stored at two-to-three-second intervals along 
the flight profile to provide a detailed time-hi~tory of each parameter. The 
tlmE'-hlstory flles are ,;sed as input data to V": ANOPP iJrogram in order to 
gem'rate tilTlE·-dependen.: one-thi rd-octave-band spectra at a seri es Jf noi se 
observer positlons. The spectra are then integrat~d to obtain percei~ed noise 
and effective percelved noise at each observer station. ANOPP includes pre-
dlction modules for the major noise sources (i.e., jet noise, shock noise, fan 
noise, and airframe noise). Only Jet noise will be used hereln to indicate 
noi se level sand potenti al reducti ons as a result of operatl ng procedures. 
Dur1ng takeoff, the most significant source is the jet noise. During 
approach, the fan noise would be the predominant source of noise lf lt were 
not suppressed. The resul ts presented herei n assume that the fan noi se wi 11 
be suppressed to a ne9ligible level by use of inlet shielding and suitable 
duct 1 i ners. The ai rfr arne noi se duri ng takeoff and approach ope rat ions was 
sufficiently lower than other sources that it was neglected. 
For the upper-most profile of figure 7 (climbing at a velocity of 110 m/s 
(214 kt) wlth no cutback), the maximum sideline noise level in EPNdB is 114.8 
db and the flyover noise is 119.8 db. When the throttle is cutback at a 
dlstance of 5944 (19500 ft), the corresponding noise levels decreased to 113.6 
dB and 115.8 dB. The maXlmum sideline noise occurs at a distance of 6096 m 
(20000 ft) for the first prOfile, and at 4572 (15000 ft) for the profile witil 
cutback. The noise reduction at the sideline station indicates the rplatively 
dlstant influence of the throttle cutback. The reduction of 4 EPNdB at the 
flyover station is a result of the reduced throttle setting after cutback, and 
lt lndlcates that the reduced throttle setting has a greater influence than 
the lower altltude. For the lowest profile (accelerating to 118 m/s (230 kt) 
at the cutback pOlnt), the maximum sideline noise level is 112.6 EPNdB 
occuring at a distance of 3810 m (12500 ft) from brake release. The flyover 
nOlse is 113.4 EPNdB, a reduction of 2.4 dB with respect to the lower velocity 
profile with cutback. and a reduction of 6.4 dB with respect to the profile 
wlth no cutback. These slgnificant noise reductions emphasize the advantages 
of acceleratlng climb profiles incorporating throttle cutback. For a given 
aircraft, there are limits to this procedure in that further throttle reduc-
tlons or aircraft accelerations result ln lower altitudes. In some cases, the 
alrcraft will be below the minimum cutback-altltude of 213 m (700 ft) when lt 
lS over the flyover station. An example of this effect is the takeoff, men-
tioned earlier, incorporating reduced throttle (92 percent) to just meet the 
design fleld length. When the aircraft accelerates to 115 m/s (223 kt) during 
cli~b, the altltude above the flyover station 1S only 195 m (639 ft); however, 
the engines cannot be cutback until the aircraft is 254 m (834 ft) beyond the 
flyover station. Although the sideline noise level for this procedure is 
111.5 EPNdB, the flyover noise increases to 121.7 dB because of the com-
bination of the late cutback and the lower altitude. 
ADVANCED TAKEOFF PROCEDURES 
The advanced procedures consi dered herei n incorporate programmed 
variations of throttle setting and flap configuration during the entire 
takeoff from brake release to termination of the climbout. The results of an 
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lnitial application of these procedures indlcate that there are benefits in 
terms of noise alleviation at the sideline and flyover monitoring stations. 
The ,'\dvanced ~Jrocedures considered in this paper do not conform to 
c.urrent FJ\R safety and noise certification regulations since they involve 
programmed changes in the aircraft and engine configuration during takeoff and 
climbout. Furthermore, since certain combinations of configuration and thrust 
will not meet current criteria in the event of engine failure, it is assumed 
that automated systems could return the aircraft immediately to a safe con-
dition in an emergency. Only such cases are considered herein. It is clear 
that future aircraft will incorporate digital computers which could perform 
such funct ions, provi ded that thorough invest i gat i on proves the operat i ona 1 
safety of the procedures. The main purpose of this phase of the study is to 
111ustrate the possible benefits to both airlines and the public of con-
sldering possible future regulatory changes. 
The example aircraft is the same as in the prior discussion and the 
cllmbout velocity is always chosen to be V2 plus 5.1 m/s (10 kt). Flap 
variations will not be considered because the reference profile incorporates a 
flap setting of 200 which already develops the best L/D. Throttle cutback 
will begin when the aircraft reaches a distance of 5944 m (19500 ft) unless 
l1mited by the altitude restriction. The reference profile is the high pro-
file (with cutback) of figure 7. This profile was calculated using normal 
takeoff power, and, it resulted in noise levels of 113.6 EPNdB at the sideline 
and 115.8 EPNdB at the flyover station. This profile is shown as procedure A 
in figure 8. The throttle variation is shown as a ratio to the normal 
throttle setting. For the reference profile, the throttle is held at the nor-
mal level (1.0) throughout takeoff and climbout and is cutback to 78 percent. 
For the lowest profile (procedure B), the takeoff throttle is set at q2 
percent to just meet a field length of 3810 m (12500 ft). This throttle 
setting is maintalned until the throttles are cut back to 79 percent at a 
di stance of 6355 m (20850 ft). The altitude above the flyover monitor is 
only 219 m (720 ft). The derated takeoff and climbout throttle setting 
results in a low sldeline noise level of 111.5 EPNdB; however, because of the 
low altitude above the flyover monitor, the noise level there is 118.6 EPNdB. 
Of all the procedures to be described, this proflle results in the lowest 
sideline noise level and the high flyover noise level. 
The highest proflle of figure 8 (procedure C) is developed by operating 
the engines at an increased level of thrust during the takeoff and climbout. 
The higher level of thrust (approximately a 16 percent increase) is developed 
by operating the engines at the maximum operating temperature. (The normal 
throttle setting for this engine is actually a derated thrust level selected 
to maintain the best ratio for the jet velocities in the primary and secondary 
streams. The jet velocity ratio is a significant factor in the determination 
of the coannular nOlse relief of the jet streams.). By operating the engines 
at the higher thrust level, the benefit of the coannular noise relief is 
reduced, but the aircraft has superior takeoff performance. The aircraft 
reaches the obstacle at 2940 m (9640 ft) from brake release, 50Q m (1670 ft) 
sooner, and with a velocity 2 m/s (4 kt) greater than the aircraft utilizing 
normal takeoff thrust. The alrcraft is at an altitude of 524 m (1720 ft) 
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above the flyover monitoring station. ThlS procedure results in the highest 
level of sldeline noise 116.2 EPNdB, but the lowest flyover noise level of 
112.6 EPNdB. 
The noise results for the profiles on flgure 8 indicate that, by 
emploYlng a derated throttle takeoff, the sideline noise level can be reduced 
by 2.1 EPNdB, but that the corresponding flyover noise is increased by 2.8 
EPNdB. By increasing the takeoff thrust, the flyover noise can be reduced by 
3.2 EPNdB accompanied by an increase in the sideline noise of 2.6 EPNdB. The 
climb procedure for this aircraft can be tailored to reduce the noise level 
that is most sensitive at any particular airport. 
Neither of the foregoing procedures varied the throttle setting below the 
limiting altitude of 213 m (700 ft). The following discussion will present 
procedures that do employ throttle variations in an attempt to reduce the 
noise levels at both monitoring stations. 
The three procedures (D, E, and F) shown in figure 9 employ throttle 
variations. All three takeoffs utilize maximum takeoff thrust (1.16) during 
ground roll and until the aircraft reaches the obstacle. As the alrcraft 
climbs from the obstacle to an altitude of 61 m (200 ft) the thrust levels for 
the three procedures are reduced linearly with altitude to values of 1.05, 
1.0, and 0.90 for procedures D, E, and F, respectively. The higher thrust 
levels of procedures D and E are retained throughout the climb until cutback 
is lnitiated at a distance from brake release of 5944 m (19500 ft). For pro-
cedure F, the thrust level of 0.90 is maintained until the aircraft reaches an 
altitude of 91 m (300 ft); then it is increased to 1.0 at an altitude of 122 m 
(400 ft). Then this normal thrust level is maintained until the cutback point 
is reached. The thrust levels and altitudes for these three procedures were 
arbitrarily selected in an effort to determine their effect on both sideline 
and flyover noise levels. The initial thrust reductions above the obstacle 
were made ln the hope of counteracting the usual sideline noise level increase 
as the aircraft climbs to altitudes where the ground shielding effects 
decrease. The thrust lncrease from the lowest level of procedure F was incor-
porated to improve the climbout performance; the location of the thrust 
increase was assumed to be beyond the point of maximum noise on the sideline. 
The cl imb profi 1 es refl ect the thrust schedul es in that lower thrust results 
1 n lower altitudes at any gi ven di stance from brake rel ease. The altitudes 
above the flyover monitoring station for procedures D, E, and Fare 442, 396, 
and 369 m (1450, 1300, and 1210 ft) respectively. 
The noise levels for these programmed throttle procedures are shown in 
flgure 10 for the sideline and the flyover stations. For comparison, the 
noise levels for the flxed throttle procedures dlscussed earlier are also 
shown. 
The sideline noise levels for procedures D, E, and Fare 115.1, 114.0, 
and 113.4 EPNdB, indlcatlng a reduction in nOlse with reduced climbout thrust. 
All procedures have a lower noise level than the takeoff procedure which 
maintained the thrust level of 1.16 throughout the cllmb. The noise level of 
procedure F is slightly lower than that of the takeoff with normal thrust. 
For all procedures discussed in this section, the maximum sideline'noise level 
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occurred at a distance of 4570 m (15000 ft) from brake release. If the 
throttle increase of procedure F, which began at approximatley 3660 m (12000 
ft) from brake rele"se, had been delayed, the sideline noise level might be 
lower; howpver, the anticipated improvement might be lost because of the lower 
fl i ght pat;,. 
The flyover noise levels for the three programmed throttle procedures, 0, 
E, and Fare 113.2, 113.5, and 113.9 EPNdB respectively. All procedures have 
a lower noise level than that of the normal thrust takeoff; but, due primarily 
to lower climbout altitude, have higher noise levels than for the takeoff 
which maintained the thrust level of 1.16. 
The average of the sideline and flyover noise levels for each procedure 
is indicated by the tlC mark on the bars of figure 10. Based on these average 
values, procedure F has the lowest noise levels of all procedures investi-
gated. 
The present results indicate that there are benefits in terms of sideline 
and flyover noi se level s by incorporati ng advanced procedures. The results 
presented herein are crude since no attempt has been made to optimize the 
variations of the parameters investigated. Changes in other operational para-
meter such as the VR, the climbout speed, or the location of the cutback point 
(or combinations of these) may result in further noise reductions. The intent 
of this section is to demonstrate, using initial results, how the program can 
be utilized to evaluate noise alleviation procedures. 
STANDARD APPROACH PROFILE 
The standard approach is a constant velocity descent along a 30 glide 
~lope terminating at a 15.2 m (50 ft) obstacle at the end of the runway. The 
performance is calculated at two points along this glide path. The first 
(outer) flight point is arbitrarily selected to be 11.1 km (6 nmi) from the 
obstacle. For the standard glide slope, this point is at an altitude of 598 m 
(1960 ft). The second (inner) flight point is above the noise monitoring sta-
tion 1.84 km (1 nmi) from the obstacle. The altitude at this point is 112 m 
(368 ft). At each of these points, the equations of motion are balanced in an 
Herat i ve manner to determi ne the requi red throttl e setting for a steady 
glide. This may be done for either a given velocity or a given aircraft angle 
of attack. The aircraft fl ap setting may be different for each point. If it 
is desired to determine an optimum setting, the flap angle must be treated as 
a parameter in a series of cases. The safety regulations (ref. 6) limit the 
approach speed to not less than 1.3 times the aircraft stall speed. The maxi-
~um speed limit of 128.6 m/s (250 kt) in the terminal area also applies during 
dpproach operations. 
The variation of L/D and throttle setting with approach velocity during 
constant gl i de-angl e approaches are shown in fi gure 11 for two fl ap settings. 
The calculations were made for the design landing weight of the AST 105-1 
aircraft and represent the average conditions between the two chos.en points. 
The lncreased L/D of the lower flap setting results in lower required throttle 
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settings at all veloc1ties. Low approach speeds are preferred from a stand-
poi nt of reduced touchdown speed and shorter 1 andi ng di stance. The mi nimum 
approach speed for the (>xample aircraft is limi~ed to 81 m/s (158 kt) by a 
reql'lrement f')r adequate roll control in a 15 m/s (30 kt) crosswind. 
Time hi story data along the approach profi 1 e between the two computed 
points is synthesized using the average flight cond1t;ons (velocity and 
altitude) of the two points. Time history data between the inner flight point 
and the obstacle are synthesized based on the results computed at the inner 
point by maintaining a constant velocity during final approach. The noise 
1 eve 1 is predi cted at a station di rectly under the ai rcraft at a di stance of 
1.8 km (1 nmi) from the end of the runway. The noise level when approaching 
at a constant velocity of 81 m/s (158 kt) is 106.5 EPNdB. This will be used 
as the reference approach for the advanced procedures, to be described in the 
following section. 
ADVANCED APPROACH PROCEDURES 
The procedures considered incorporate increased glide slopes and dece-
lerations from the outer to the inner point. All approaches are for a flap 
setting of 200 and all have a velocity of 81 m/s (158 kt) at the obstacle. 
The variation of aircraft altitude, velocity, and throttle setting with the 
distance to the obstacle are shown in figure 12 for three approaches. The 
f1rst is the standard, constant velocity approach on a 30 glide slope. The 
second and third are decelerating approaches on 30 and 60 glide slopes. For 
the decelerating approaches, the initial velocity above the station 11.1 km (6 
nmi) from the obstacle is limited by the minimum thrust level of the engines 
(approximately 21 percent of normal rated thrust). For the 300 glide slope, 
the initial velocity is 117 m/s (227 kt) and, for the increased glide slope 
angle, the initial velocity is 86 m/s (168 kt). These two velocities \'ere 
calculated with the assumption that drag-producing flaps (~CD = 0.01) would be 
used throughout the approach. the thrust required for the decelerating 
approach is determi ned by assumi ng a constant dece 1 erat 1 on between the outer 
and the inner points. The resulting throttle level 1S about 10 percent lower 
than for the standard approach. The decelerations continue to an arbitrarily 
selected point 305 m (1000 ft) from the obstacle in an effort to maintain the 
low thrust level achieved at the 1.8 km (1 nmi) noise monitoring station. 
Between the inner station and the obstacle, the throttle setting returns to 
the hi gher level to permit the f1 nal approach at constant velocity. Thi s 
increase in throttle setting is not as noticeable for the steeper guide slope 
since the throttle change is smaller because of the smaller deceleration. 
The predicted noise level for the decelerating approach at the standard 
glide angle is 99.9 EPNdB, a reduction of 6.6 EPNdB. The noise level for the 
steeper decelerating approach is 96.6 EPNdB, a total reduction of 9.9 EPNdR. 
These two examples of advanced procedures indicate that decelerating 
approaches can significantly reduce the noise at the monitoring station to 
levels where other noise sources (i.e. fan, airframe) must be accounted for in 
the noise predictions. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A com;)uter pro<)tam to determi ne the takeoff and approach performance of 
an alrcraft has been developed. The performance is calculated ln accordance 
with the alrworthiness standards of the Federal Aviation Regula~ions. The 
aircraft and flight constraints are represented in sufficient detail to permit 
realistic sensitivity studies in terms of either configuration modificatlons 
or changes in operational procedures. 
Extensive profile time history data is generated and is placed on an 
interface file which can be dlrectly input to the NASA Aircraft Noise 
Predlction Program (ANOPP). Advanced operational procedures for noise alle-
vlation, such as programmed throttle and flap controls, may be investigated. 
Examp 1 es of advanced takeoff procedures are presented whi ch indi cate that 
throttle schedullng is effective in tailoring the flight proflle to produce 
noise reductions ln the terminal area. Examples of advanced approach proce-
dures lndicate that slgnificant reductions in noise level are possible. 
The use of the program for in-house studies of supersonic cruise aircraft 
technology has afforded the opportunity to compare detailed results with those 
of two major aircraft manufacturers. Flight paths calculated with the present 
program, and using the manufacturer aircraft inputs, are in very good 
agreement with the flight paths computed by the individual manufactures. 
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APPENDIX 
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM INPUTS 
This appendix contains descriptions of the lnput data required to deflne 
the aircraft configuration and to define the flight profile. The aircraft 
descr; pt ions are presented to gi ve the reader a feel for the degree of deta i 1 
available to define a specific aircraft design. The inputs that control the 
flight profile permit a high degree of flexibility in the simulation of 
real istic takeoff and approach procedures. Output options are described and 
sample tabulations are presented which illustrate both the minimum output and 
the extensive detail of the point-by-po;nt output. 
AIRCRAFT INPUTS 
The descrlption of the aircraft lnputs is divided into three major sets. 
The first and largest set is concerned with the characteristics of the pro-
pul s i on system. The second set defi nes the aerodynami c characteri st i cs of the 
alrcraft in high lift configurations. The third set is concerned primarlly with 
the weight and size of the vehicle and some of its components. 
The propulsion characteristics are precomputed, usually from data supplied 
by an engine manufacturer, for the appropriate temperature day. All engine 
characteristics are given for a single, full-size engine. These values are 
multiplied within the program by the number of engines on the aircraft and also 
are scaled (sized) to the proper thrust level as required by the vehicle inputs. 
The performance data are considered to be installed in that they include the 
effects of inlet pressure recovery, horsepower and bleed-air extraction, and 
nozzle velocity coefficient. The data also include all engine-related drags 
(inlet bleed, bypass, spillage, and boattail) except the nacelle external skin-
frictlon drag. The latter drag is lncluded in the aerodynamic data and the 
change in external nacelle drag with engine size is represented by an incremen-
tal drag input. 
The engi ne characteri sti cs requi red for performance cal cul at i cns are the 
gro~s thrust, ram drag and fuel flow. These data are functions of flight Mach 
number, fl i ght altitude and engi ne thrott 1 e sett i ng. The program can accept 
data for as many as fi ve Mach numbers at each of fi ve altitudes and up to ten 
throttle settings. Independent multipliers for each parameter are available 
which can be used to simulate another engine type or to represent an improvement 
in specific fuel consumption for a sensitivity study. For refused takeoff 
calculations, the gross thrust and ram drag for ground-idle operation are 
required. 
If noise predictions are to be made using ANOPP, the present program has 
the capabil ity to handl e up to fourteen additi onal parameters. These are suf-
ficient to define the engine airflows, jet areas, jet velocities, pressure 
ratios and jet temperatures for an advanced dual-stream engine. Each of these 
parameters is a function of flight Mach number, altitude, and throttle setting, 
and is stored together with the performance variables. During the profile 
calculations at selected flight points, these parameters are interpolated for 
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the particular flight conditions, and the results are placed together with the 
aircraft and profile data on the time-history file to interface with the ANOPP 
program (See Table II.). 
The low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a given configuration are 
represented in terms of lift and drag coefficients as functions of both aircraft 
angle of attack and flap angle. The data are input for full-scale trimmed con-
ditions, for a clean configuration (retracted gear), and are based on a given 
reference wing area. The program can accept as many as fifteen angles of attack 
for up to four flap angles. Ground effect is represented by inputting two sets 
of this data: one for the free air (no ground effect) condition, and another 
for the ground effect case. A linear interpolation between the two sets of data 
is used during flight path calculations. This results in an overestimate of the 
ground effect at intermediate altitudes, but the effect on takeoff performance 
is considered insignificant. For the AST 105-1 configuration used as an example 
aircraft herein, extensive wind tunnel test results defining the ground effect 
have been reduced to empi ri ca 1 equat ions in reference 9. These equat ions are 
utilized in the program to compute the ground effect if ground effect data are 
not input. The program accessing logic could be modified to compute inter-
mediate altitude effects during profile calculations. This procedure could then 
be used for any configuration for which sufficient ground effect data was 
available to define empirical equations. 
Other aerodynamic inputs required include: drag coefficient for the 
extended gear as a function of lift coefficient, drag coefficient increment due 
to an engine out both at sea level and at altitude, and increments in both lift 
and drag coefficient for spoilers if they are employed during the refused 
takeoff calculations. An additional incremental drag coefficient is available 
to represent any desired change in aircraft drag. 
The size of the aircraft is defined in terms of the takeoff gross weight, 
the wing area and the size and number of engines. The wing area and engine size 
may be defined alternately in terms of wing loading and thrust-to-weight ratio. 
For approach calculations, the landing weight is required. The aircraft atti-
tude during ground roll, the rotation rate, and the maximum ground angle of 
attack (as limited by tail scrape) are necessary to define the rotation capabi-
lity of the vehicle. The time interval required to fully retract the landing 
gear and the angle of inclination of the engine nozzle axes with respect to the 
aircraft reference axis are required inputs. The latter input can be used to 
simulate thrust vectoring. If noise predictions are to be made, the size and 
dimensional data for the control surfaces and the landing gear is required for 
use in the calculation of the airframe noise. 
PROF! LE INPUTS 
The inputs that may be used to control the flight profile will be described 
in sequence. The takeoff requirements are input in terms of a design (or 
maximum) takeoff field length, an obstacle height, and the atmosphere tem-
perature (i.e. ISA + 10C). The friction coefficients for rolling and braking 
operations are required. The initial flap configuration and engine throttle 
setting, which are held constant throughout the standard takeoff procedure, must 
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be input. For an advanced procedure takeoff, either or both of these items may 
be input as a function of either flight velocity or flight altitude. The velo-
Clty at which the aircraft rotation is to begi'1 VR may be input as a sinole 
value or as a series 0; up to nine velocities. ff more than a single veloclry 
is lnput the program will cycle through the series and complete all requested 
flight operations for each velocity. The climbout velocity may be specifled 
either as a incremental velocity (with respect to V2) or as an absolute climb 
ve 1 ocity. For standard takeoffs, the fl ap confi gurat i on may be changed at any 
altitude, above 122 m (400 ft), by inputting the climbout flap angle and the 
altitude desired. The throttle setting may be reduced to maintain a specified 
climb gradient at any distance or altitude. For standard procedures, the climb 
gradient is limited to minimum regulatory levels and throttle changes cannot be 
made below an altitude of 213 m (700 ft). The restraints for flap and throttle 
changes may be modified by inputs or bypassed completely for advanced procedure 
calculations. 
Balanced field length may be calculated for any specified engine-failure 
velocity. These calculations require the time intervals discussed in the maln 
text and illustrated in figure 3. 
The approach prof; 1 e is defi ned by two segments. The segments are spe-
cified in terms of the initial distance from the obstacle and the glide path 
angle. The obstacle height is given and it is assumed to be at the start of the 
runway. The ai rcraft fl ap confi gurat i on and either the angl e of attack or the 
approach velocity must be specified at the start of each approach segment. The 
velocity is held constant during the second segment. 
PROGRAM CONTROL INPUTS 
The operational mode of the program itself is controlled by a series of 
optional parameters. An input is available to select the calculation of either 
a takeoff profile only, a takeoff and an approach profile, or an approach only. 
During calculations to determine the takeoff field length, the climbout perfor-
mance is of secondary interest and the cal cul at ions may be termi nated at the 
obstacle. Rather than specifying a series of velocities for rotation as 
described earlier, an option is available which makes takeoff calculations for a 
single input VR and then repeats the calculations for that velocity incremented 
by 3, 5, 8 and 10 m/s (5, 10, 15 and 20 kt). Balanced field-length calculations 
(one-engi ne-out takeoff and refused takeoff) may be made for a speci fi ed value 
of engine failure speed. An automated procedure may be selected in which the 
exact engine failure speed VI, which results in a balanced field length is 
determined. As indicated in the main text, selected configurations, which have 
a field length less than the available field length, may be operated at a 
reduced or derated throttle setting. An input option selects an automated 
search for the derated throttle setting and the appropriate VR to meet the 
available field length. During this search, at each trial throttle setting, the 
initial input VR is incremented in 3 m/s (5 kt) steps until a minimum field 
length is calculated. In utilizing this options the input VR must be suffi-
ciently low to assure that a minimum field length can be determined. 
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The amount of tabulated output resulting from a given set of calculations 
is controlled by inputs. The minimum output from the calculations of a par-
ticular profile is a summary line of results containing selected parameters at 
key points along the profile. This form of output can be used to scan results 
of a series of profile calculations to observe significant trends. A sample 
listing is presented in Table III. These results are for a series of six rota-
tional velocities as indicated in the sixth column and show the variation of the 
takeoff field length in the eleventh column. The tabulated output for a given 
profile can be progressively increased until each calculated flight point is 
represented. A sample of such a flight point tabulation is presented in Table 
IV. The tabulation includes nineteen state variables and acceleration rates. An 
additional option is avai 1 abl e which control s the pri ntout of interim results 
during the iterations required to balance the equations of motion and the incre-
mental step logic at each profile point. Such a listing is useful in the analy-
sis of problems that may develop in some extreme cases. 
If noise predictions are to be made for a particular profile, inputs are 
available to select the points along the profile at which the additional pro-
pulsion characteristics are interpolated, and to cause the data to be placed on 
an external file. The file is the interface file mentioned in the main text for 
input to the ANOPP for prediction of noise levels. 
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PARAMETERS ON TIME HISTORY FILE 
(FOR NOISE CALCULATIONS) 
Profile and Aircraft 
Flight time 
Flight altitude 
Dist. from brake release 
Flight velocity 
Flight path angle 
Aircraft angle of attack 
Aircraft weight 
Aircraft flap angle 
Aircraft lift coefficient 
Aircraft 1ift-to-drag ratio 
Aircraft drag 
Aircraft net thrust 
Propulsion 
Engine jet velocity 
Engine jet nozzle area 
Engine jet density 
Engine jet temp. 
Engine pressure ratio 
Engine core mass flow 
Engine combustor inlet pres. 
Engine combustor inlet temp. 
Engine turbine inlet temp. 
Engine fan rotor speed 
Engine fan mass flow 






AST 105-1 WITH 516M 
TABLE III.- SAMPLE OUTPUT LISTING OF SUMMARY 
RESULTS FOR A SERIES OF SIX CASES 
·10C DAY 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR 6. CASES 
CASE GW W/S T/W TOFLP VROT ALROT VLOF ALLOF VOBS TO F.L. 
KN KPA OEG MIS OEG MIS 
(1) (2) 
1.10 3051.5 3.9 .254 20.0 91.6 8.00 99.0 
2.10 3051.5 3.9 .254 20.0 92.6 8.00 99.9 
3.10 3051.5 3. 9 .254 20.0 93.6 8.00 100.8 
4.10 3051.5 3.9 .254 20.0 94.7 8.00 101.7 
5.10 3051.5 3. 9 .254 20.0 95.7 8.00 102.6 
6.10 3051.5 3.9 .254 20.0 96.7 8.00 103.5 
(I), INITIAL VALUE. SHOWN NEG. IF ~CHEDULEO. 









(3). TO F.L. SHOWN NEG. IF 1ST OR 2ND SEG. GRADS NOT ~ET. 
(4). NEGS. ARE PERCENT TGREF. AT SLS. (THROTTLED T.O.) 
(4'. NEGS. ARE PERCENT TGREF, AT OBS. (THROTTLED T.O.) 









VFAIL BALF.L. FARF.L. 
MIS M M 
(4) (5) 
0.0 o. O. 
0.0 o. o. 
0.0 o. o. 
0.0 o. O. 
0.0 o. o. 






TABLE IV.- SAMPLE OUTPUT LISTING OF DATA 
AVAILABLE AT EACH FLIGHT POINT 






















V TAS-111.22 M= .322 H= 91.44 W=3017764. OIST= 4236. TIME= 63.63 
V EAS=108.86 Q= 7.26 ALPHA= 6.64 CL= .50246 CD= .06776 DRAG- 382216. L/D= 7.42 
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Figure 3. - Schematic variation of total thrust in 
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Flgure 4. - Determination of balanced field length 
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Figure 5. - Variation of field length wlth aircraft 
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Figure 6. - Climbout profiles for alrcraft with VR = 94.7 m/S (184 kt ) 
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Figure 7. - Climb profiles for aircraft with VR = 94.7 m/s (184 kt ) 
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Flgure 8. - Advanced procedure take-off profiles 
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Figure 9. - Advanced procedure take-off proflles wlth 
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Flgure 10. - Take-off noise levels for deslgn pOlnt alrcraft 
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